
When Powell, Goldstein, Frazer &  
Murphy, a 300 lawyer law firm, leased 
new space in downtown Atlanta, they 
knew file space would have to be used 
efficiently. That is why high density 
mobile files were included into the 
interior design for the file room.

"After evaluating many other mobile 
systems, Elecompack was selected to 
do the job. Their product had features 
relative to safety and function that 
made our choice easy," according to 
Sanford Yarbrough, the former 
Records Manager.

Specifically designed to withstand the 
stress of major seismic activity, the 
Elecompack system is different from 
every other mobile system on the 
market. Instead of simply “attaching” 
shelving to mobile carriages, uprights 
are recessed five inches into the 
structure, providing the maximum 
strength and ensuring the system will 
remain stable and secure.

Elecompack is also the only mobile 
system confident enough in its design 
to provide a full ten ear warranty on 

consists of 17 ranges of legal depth shelves. Each range 
all the system components. For most users, knowing the 

is 33 feet in length and finished in a special color to 
system will be trouble-free for a decade is a major 

match the new decor.
consideration. 

The entire system provides 75,922 linear filing inches 
The installation 

of storage capacity in only 2,226 square feet of floor 
was completed 

space. The ranges are equipped with access controls at 
without any 

both ends of the carriages for easy access to all aisles. 
problems. 

Construction, safety and simplicity were major factors 
"Elecompack 

in the decision to purchase Elecompack. "We have been 
delivered on time 

very pleased with the installation and service," says Ms. 
and the system 

Wheelock.
looks and operates 
great," states 
current records 
manager, Dana C. 
Wheelock.

The system is 
electronically 
operated and  

Powell, Goldstein, Frazer &  Murphy are just one of 
many law firms that have selected the Elecompack 
solution. In almost all cases, safety has been a driving 
concern ion their decision making processes. A more 
complete list of users is available at our website at 
www.elecompack.com. 
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